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REPAIR SERVICE 
Send together with shoes                                                                      Date:_____________________  
 
Ordernumber:_________  
 
Name:  ________________________________  
E-Mail: _________________________________  
 
 
Price: €79.00 
Delivery: 6-8 weeks 
 
Bodås, Borgvik, Hylte, Hofors, Nyhammar, Slite, Töre (Also includes older models: Amanda, Anders, 
Emily, Forsbacka, Ove, Camilla, Töre och Axmar)  
 
Included  
-replacement of outsole  
-replacement of insole  
-repair of any broken seams when technically possible  
-new laces  
-polishing and greasing  
-one can of Kavat Eco vax (88g)  
-free return shipping 
 
As part of our environmental work we now offer a repair service to help you mend your old Kavat 
shoes. We all have a pair of worn-in favorite shoes hanging in there by the last thread. Often, the 
only major problem with the shoes are worn out soles. We offer a total repair service of above items, 
including replacement of both insole and outsole. The shoes are revamped to the best shape 
possible. Any broken seams are fixed, laces are replaced and the leather is polished. You get to keep 
using your favorite shoes for years to come, and at the same time you act in an environmentally 
responsible manner by reusing instead of buying new. 

Do you have any special requests, please state them here:  

 

 

 (Please give your shoes a first clean before sending them)  

EXCEPTIONS: If our cobbler decides your shoes are impossible to fix, we reserve the right to cancel 
your order. This concerns repairs that are not specified above. In such a case, a 10 
EUR administrative fee is charged and a refund of 69 EUR is transferred to the account from which 
payment was made. Your shoes will be returned to the address provided. In case of doubts, please e-
mail a picture of your shoes and we’ll try to make an assessment. support@kavat.com 
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